Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Patrolling problems where mobile robots must visit certain points at least with prescribed frequencies are interesting for monitoring and maintenance. Various cases and aspects have been studied: environments with different topologies, unreliable robots, with equal and different speeds, etc. \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\]. See also a recent survey in \[[@CR2]\]. Pinwheel scheduling \[[@CR8], [@CR10], [@CR12]\] is also a special case of patrolling where all points have equal pairwise distances. More recently, patrolling problems received new attention by observing that different individual frequencies make them difficult, even on the simplest topologies \[[@CR1], [@CR9]\].

The problem called PUF (patrolling with unbalanced frequencies) in \[[@CR1]\] is the following (with somewhat changed notation): *n* stations are deployed at fixed points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,\ldots ,n$$\end{document}$) on the real line *L*. For every station *i*, a duration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i>0$$\end{document}$ is also specified. Two identical robots move on *L*, at some given maximum speed. We say that station *i* is *visited* at some moment if at least one robot is at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_i$$\end{document}$. The problem is to construct a *schedule*, i.e., a pair of trajectories of two robots such that, during an unlimited period of time, every station *i* gets repeatedly visited, and the time between two consecutive visits never exceeds $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$. (But it does not matter which robots visit the station.) Of course, the same problem may be defined for any number of robots and for other topologies. Unless said otherwise, in the present paper PUF refers to the case of two robots on a line.
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                \begin{document}$$c\ge 1$$\end{document}$, an instance of PUF is called *c*-*feasible* if it has a *c*-feasible schedule, i.e., for every *i*, the time between two consecutive visits of station *i* never exceeds $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ct_i$$\end{document}$. A 1-feasible instance or solution is simply called *feasible*. One may also view PUF as an optimization problem with the goal to find a schedule with minimum *c*. A *c*-approximation algorithm is one that outputs a *c*-feasible schedule when a feasible schedule exists.

While PUF for one robot on a line is easy to solve in *O*(*n*) time, PUF becomes surprisingly difficult already for two robots: Only a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{3}$$\end{document}$-approximation is achieved in \[[@CR1]\]. To our best knowledge, this is the state-of-the-art polynomial-time approximation, and the complexity status of PUF is open (both for deciding existence of feasible solutions and minimizing the times). It is far from obvious how one should divide the visits of certain stations among the two robots.

**Overview.** In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we introduce the integer version called IntPUF, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m+1$$\end{document}$ stations at points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0,\ldots ,m$$\end{document}$, and the notion of instance vectors that encode the instances. Since fixed-length vectors of positive integers are well-quasi ordered (WQO), only finitely many minimal feasible vectors exist for any fixed *m*. Using this fact plus some elementary graph theory, we can solve IntPUF in a time depending on *m* only, but not on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$. (However, the time as a function of *m* remains open.) In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we switch from *m* to the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k:=\min _i t_i$$\end{document}$. The reason is that IntPUF can be approximated with a ratio arbitrarily close to 1, in a time depending on *k* only: If *k*/*m* is small, this is simple, and otherwise the result of Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is applied. This insight is used to construct a PTAS in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, where *k* is a discretization parameter. As far as we know, this might be the first example of using WQO in a PTAS. Next, rounding of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$ to integers causes yet another approximation error. (The issue is that a station shifted to the next integer point can escape a turning point of a robot's trajectory.) Larger *k* yield better approximations but also higher time complexity. We remark that several ideas on the way, especially the WQO argument, can be generalized to more robots and to other topologies, but we keep the focus on two robots on a line.

The Integer Version of PUF {#Sec2}
==========================

We introduce a variant of PUF that we name IntPUF. We define it precisely as PUF (see Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}) but with the following additional demands:All $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i>0$$\end{document}$).Every robot is, at any time, in one of two possible modes: either it stays at some point with integer coordinate or it moves at unit speed.Every robot can change its speed or its moving direction only at integer times and at integer points.

We remark that PUF allows real values, and this might lead to subtle effects for irrational numbers. Thus, algorithms for IntPUF may not completely solve PUF. However, we have not further considered such questions. Note that, in practice, input numbers are usually rational.

Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
-------

Let *r* and *s* be real numbers and *t* an integer, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0\le \lfloor s\rfloor -\lfloor r\rfloor \le t$$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar2}
-----

Non-negativity is obvious. To see $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1 {#FPar3}
---------

Every feasible instance of PUF, where all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$ are integers, is also a feasible instance of IntPUF, and vice versa.

Proof {#FPar4}
-----

As the converse is trivial, we only need to consider a feasible solution to an instance of PUF, and transform it into a feasible solution, for the same numbers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_i$$\end{document}$, that enjoys the additional properties of an IntPUF solution.

Whenever a robot leaves a station *i* and moves back to *i* without visiting another station, it can just stay at station *i*. Whenever a robot moves from a station *i* to a neighboring station *j*, it can just move first at unit speed and then stay at station *j* for the remaining time.

Now we can partition the trajectory of each robot into 0-epochs and 1-epochs where the robot has speed 0 and 1, respectively. During a 1-epoch, a robot may change its moving direction at stations.

Let *t* be the start time of any 1-epoch. If *t* is not integer, we let the epoch start already at time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t-\lfloor t\rfloor $$\end{document}$ time units. Because of the unit speed, every arrival and departure time of the robot at any station during the whole 1-epoch is rounded to the next smaller integer, too. This modification is done for all 1-epochs independently.

Applying Lemma [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} to the arrival and departure times at any station *i* we see that the solution remains valid (i.e., no robot departs before it arrives), and some waiting times between consecutive visits may increase, but they does not exceed the given integer bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For formal reasons we assume from now on that we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar5}
---------
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Proof {#FPar6}
-----
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We denote the vector in Theorem [2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} by *F*(*m*). This means: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(5)=(10,8,6,6,8,10)$$\end{document}$, and so on. Characterizing the minimal feasible vectors for IntPUF with two robots appears to be far more complicated. However, suppose for the moment that, for some fixed size *m*, we know the list of all these minimal feasible vectors, along with a feasible solution for each of them. In fact, this list is finite, as a consequence of the famous Dickson's lemma, as explained below.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {y}\le \mathbf {x}$$\end{document}$. Dickson's lemma (attributed to Dickson due to some result in \[[@CR7]\]) states that every set of pairwise incomparable vectors of some fixed length (an antichain), with positive integers as entries, is finite. In other words, these vectors form a well-quasi ordering (WQO). Dickson's lemma has later been generalized, leading to a rich theory of WQO; see \[[@CR11]\] for a historical note.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {t}$$\end{document}$ are exactly the infinite directed paths in the state graph. But since the graph is finite, every solution contains some simple directed cycle (i.e., without repeated vertices). Conversely, every simple directed cycle is a solution. Thus we can choose any simple directed cycle, and such a solution is periodic. (A remark is that these matters are not so clear for PUF, as irrational numbers might have bizarre effects.) We have arrived at the following result, where we presume that arithmetic operations with integers, e.g., comparisons, cost constant time:

Lemma 2 {#FPar7}
-------

For any fixed *m*, once we know all minimal feasible instance vectors, we can solve every instance of IntPUF on \[0, *m*\] in constant time. Moreover, every feasible instance admits a periodic solution, with a period bounded by some constant. (That is, time and period length are bounded by functions of *m* only.)
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {t}$$\end{document}$ against a fixed finite list is much faster than using the state graph.) It remains the question whether we can construct the list of all minimal feasible instances effectively. The WQO argument yields only its finiteness, but in fact, we can provide an effective algorithm. However, we will not care about its running time as a function of *m*, which is a separate (and apparently difficult) matter.

Lemma 3 {#FPar8}
-------

There exists an algorithm that effectively constructs all minimal feasible instance vectors for any given *m*, along with some periodic solution for each of them, in a time that depends on *m* only.

Proof {#FPar9}
-----

Trivially, some minimal feasible vector exists, and since there are only finitely many of them, there is some finite upper bound on all entries in them. Thus, if we try all vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, assume that we have some nonempty set *M* of minimal feasible vectors, and we want to decide whether we have already found them all. Assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_i\le v_i$$\end{document}$ holds for all *i*.

It remains to test for every vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore, we proceed similarly as earlier in the feasibility test for vectors with only finite entries, but we must generalize our notion of state graph; see the details below. If we find such a solution to some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now we give the details of testing a vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_i=\infty $$\end{document}$ are not recorded, and the robots' positions are now given explicitly.) As earlier, a directed edge from one state to another one indicates reachability in one time unit. As seen above, every instance that admits a solution, with finite bounds on the waiting times of all stations *i*, also has a solution with a finite period. In our generalized state graph, such periodic solutions correspond exactly to directed cycles *C* (not necessarily simple!) such that every *i* appears as a robot position on some vertex of *C*.
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From Lemma [2](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} it follows:

Theorem 3 {#FPar10}
---------

There exists an algorithm solving IntPUF in a time that depends on *m* only. Moreover, every feasible instance admits a periodic solution, with a period bounded by some function of *m*.

Short Waiting Times {#Sec3}
===================
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We are ready to solve another special case of IntPUF to optimality:

Theorem 4 {#FPar11}
---------

For every *m* and *j* there exists exactly one minimal feasible vector with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar12}
-----
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Similarly it should be possible to characterize the minimal feasible vectors with some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 5 {#FPar13}
---------

There exists an algorithm for IntPUF which, for every feasible instance with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----
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Our solution is now: Let the inner and outer robot zigzag in \[*u*, *v*\] and \[0, *m*\], respectively. It remains to analyze the waiting times of stations outside $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For notational convenience we have formulated Theorem [5](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} for IntPUF, but the proof does not really use integrality, hence we also have immediately:

Theorem 6 {#FPar15}
---------

There exists an algorithm for PUF which, for every feasible instance with *n* stations, distance *m* between the outermost stations, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rounding the Coordinates {#Sec4}
========================

A natural idea for solving PUF approximately is now to round all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\min _i t_i/k$$\end{document}$ becomes the unit of time. The length unit on the line *L* is chosen such that the given maximum speed of robots is the unit speed. This setting is assumed throughout this section.

Before we discuss rounding, we study more generally what happens if the stations are slightly shifted. Let *Q* be an instance of PUF, obtained from *P* by moving every station by less than half the length unit. That is, *n* and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let *S* be any feasible solution to the instance *P*. In general, *S* is not feasible for *Q*: Besides small delays we may even completely miss some visits, since a robot's trajectory may change its direction at some station, but the station may have been moved away from the turning point. Therefore we would like to modify *S* so as to construct a solution that is *c*-feasible for *Q*, with some "small" $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c>1$$\end{document}$. We will modify the two robot trajectories independently, that is, in the following we only consider the trajectory of any single robot.

Lemma 4 {#FPar16}
-------

Let *I* be any time interval of duration *r*, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a,b\in J$$\end{document}$ be any points therein. Then a robot can move during *I* such that its trajectory starts in *a*, ends in *b*, and visits all of *J*.

Proof {#FPar17}
-----
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Some more special definitions will be needed; note that they refer to real (not integer) intervals: For a given time interval *I*, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5 {#FPar18}
-------

Let *I* be a time interval of duration *r*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar19}
-----

Let *u* and *v* be the ends of *J*, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 6 {#FPar20}
-------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----

We partition the time axis into intervals of some length *r* that we fix later. Consider any time interval *I* in this partitioning, and the trajectory *T* of either one of the robots, in some feasible solution to *P*.
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We do the described change independently in all intervals *I* of our partitioning, and we observe: (i) Since the robot's positions at the start and end moments of these time intervals have not changed, the modified trajectories form together a new trajectory $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T'$$\end{document}$ visits the station *i* during *I*. Moreover, since *I* has duration *r*, this visit is by at most *r* time units earlier or later than in *T*.

The described changes are done independently for both robots. From the above property (ii) it follows that the waiting time between two consecutive visits of any station *i* increases by 2*r* time units in the worst case. Remembering that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now we can describe an algorithm to solve any feasible instance *P* of PUF approximately. Note that it is not known in advance whether *P* is feasible; we must discuss this point later, as well as the choice of parameter *k*:
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In the following we distinguish two cases regarding *k* and *m*. The exact cut-off point is not that important, but we must decide on some suitable one.
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Due to Lemma [6](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, the obtained instance *Q* is *c*-feasible, for some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We run the algorithm from Theorem [3](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} to solve *R* exactly, in a time that depends on *m* only, and thus on *k* only. The computed feasible solution to *R*, which we denote *S*, is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is crucial that this last step can be done effectively. By Theorem [3](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, we can always take a periodic solution *S*, with a period bounded by some function of *m*. Furthermore, the proof of Lemma [6](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"} does not only show the existence of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 7 {#FPar22}
---------

There exists an algorithm that outputs, for any feasible instance of PUF with *n* stations and for any prescribed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It remains to find such a near-optimal *c* efficiently. Trivially, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 8 {#FPar23}
---------

PUF admits a polynomial-time approximation scheme.

**Concluding Remarks.** Our PTAS is not yet practical. We have not bounded the time as a function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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